BACKGROUND
The growing sophistication of verification environments has increased the amount of infrastructure that verification teams must develop. For instance, UVM environments offer scalability and flexibility at the cost of upfront efforts to create the UVM infrastructure, bus-functional models, coverage models, scoreboard, and test sequences.

Engineers everywhere use MATLAB and Simulink to design systems and algorithms. Math-intensive algorithms, such as signal and image processing, typically begin with MATLAB language-based design. Complex systems, such as control and communications, typically begin with Simulink and Model-Based Design. At this early stage, engineers create behavioral models of the algorithms and subsystems along with system environment models and test sequences to validate the design given the requirements. The rest of this article will refer to this stage as “system design and verification.” At the end of this stage, the detailed requirements are captured in a paper specification for the hardware and software teams.

The verification team has to read and interpret this specification in order to create the verification plan, infrastructure, bus-functional models, coverage models, scoreboard, and test sequences. This is a large undertaking, one that is often complicated by vagaries in or misinterpretation of the spec. This specification gap creates a gulf between system design and hardware verification. For instance, when a late change is required, the hardware team typically just patches it into the design and verification collateral without going back to update the algorithm where it can be validated.

HDL Verifier™ bridges the specification gap by using cosimulation with HDL simulators such as the Mentor Graphics® Questa® Advanced Simulator. This enables the system models and tests to run in their native MATLAB or Simulink environment, while verifying the design-under-test (DUT) in its native HDL simulator environment. This allows for debugging visibility into both. However, as the project progresses to the stage where more automated regression testing is done, cosimulation has its drawbacks. The handshaking interface adds runtime overhead, especially in cross-platform situations. And managing many parallel HDL simulator sessions that communicate with corresponding MATLAB and Simulink sessions can add an extra layer of complexity.

MATLAB and Simulink have mature and robust C code generation capabilities for production embedded software for automobiles, aircraft, spacecraft, robotics, medical devices, and a host of other applications. Some of our more innovative customers began to use this code generation to re-use some of their system-level models and tests in their verification environments. However, integrating the code into hardware using SystemVerilog’s Direct Programming Interface (DPI) still requires lots of work. Could there be a way to automatically connect the system intent with hardware verification?

GENERATE DPI COMPONENTS AUTOMATICALLY
HDL Verifier now has the ability to generate SystemVerilog DPI components from MATLAB and Simulink. With this capability, hardware verification teams can run the algorithmic models, system components, and test sequences used by their system design teams directly in their SystemVerilog simulator. This not only saves the team the effort of reading the specifications and writing the tests and models, it also reduces the risk of misinterpreting the specifications. This is because the tests and models are essentially executable specifications generated directly from the MATLAB functions and the Simulink models. Moreover, since the SystemVerilog DPI generation process is automatic, the verification components are available to verification engineers early in the development process. When the team needs to make changes to the specification in the middle of development, the verification components can be automatically regenerated from the changed models.

At a high level, generating a SystemVerilog DPI component is as straightforward as deciding from where you will be generating the model, issuing the command to generate it, and integrating the component into your simulation. The exported DPI component will be in the form of a thin SystemVerilog wrapper file and a shared library built automatically as part of the generation step.
simulation runs on a different platform than from where it’s generated, you can use the generated makefile to build the shared library on that platform.

These components run quickly in simulation, as they are behavioral-level C code without the bit-level implementation details. Using C as the description language allows you to export a wide variety of model types. Some example applications include:

- Bus-functional checker algorithm for UVM scoreboard
- UVM sequence item
- Analog model representation in SoC UVM environment
- Digital model in an analog circuit simulator

This article uses an example FFT design to demonstrate how to generate a bus-functional checker algorithm written in MATLAB, and it outlines how to integrate it into a UVM scoreboard.

This function returns a ratio of the root-mean-square error of the fixed-point implementation versus floating-point reference outputs, divided by the root-mean-square of the fixed-point implementation outputs.

This is a good time to check whether your model is compatible with code generation. SystemVerilog DPI component generation relies on underlying C code generation technology from MATLAB Coder or Simulink Coder, and there are certain requirements models need to comply with for code generation. Running one of the code generation checking utilities helps to identify and remedy many potential issues before you try to generate a DPI component:

- MATLAB: Add the %#codegen directive (or pragma) to your function after the function signature to indicate that you intend to generate code for the MATLAB algorithm. Adding this directive instructs the MATLAB code analyzer to help you diagnose and fix violations that would result in errors during code generation, such as blocks, functions, or features not supported for C code generation.

**Image 1: Generating a SystemVerilog DPI component from a MATLAB algorithm for use in a UVM scoreboard. ©2015 The MathWorks, Inc.**

**Image 2: MATLAB code for the checker function. ©2015 The MathWorks, Inc.**
MATLAB: Select your file in the current folder and right click Check Code Generation Readiness.  
Simulink: Select your subsystem, right click C/C+ Code > Code Generation Advisor

At this point, you can generate the model using the default settings or customizing the output. This example generates the DPI component from MATLAB, which uses the dpigen command:

```
dpigen -args {int16(ones(1,64)),int16(ones(1,64)),int16(ones(1,64)),int16(ones(1,64))} fft_checker
```

We specify the function’s input types and size (the –args argument), and the name of the MATLAB function from which we’re generating (fft_checker). The generated testbench is a SystemVerilog file that reads input vectors and expected output vectors from the MATLAB testbench to verify that the DPI component is functionally equivalent to the original MATLAB function.

To generate the DPI component from Simulink, use a parallel workflow, but with the Simulink UI infrastructure. Set up by selecting the Code > C/C++ Code > Code Generation Options pull down menu. On this form, you first need to specify that it will be a DPI component by browsing in System target file and selecting systemverilog_dpi_grt.tlc.

Once you are satisfied with your settings, click OK to close the form. Then select the subsystem for which you want to generate the DPI component by right clicking C/C++ Code > Build This Subsystem.

Building the subsystem in Simulink, or running dpigen in MATLAB, will generate the collateral necessary to build your DPI component including the C files for the core function and its DPI interface, the necessary header files, a SystemVerilog wrapper, and a makefile. By default, it will even build the shared library to load into the simulator. Of course, if your simulation runs on a different platform, you will want to use the generated makefile to build the shared library on that platform.

INTEGRATING THE DPI COMPONENT INTO SIMULATION

The shared library encapsulates everything you need for the component to execute; you just need to point your simulator to it at runtime (more on that later). First, you need to make the SystemVerilog side aware of it. This SystemVerilog file was generated as part of the build process:

**Image 3: Setting Code Generation Options to generate a SystemVerilog DPI component from Simulink.**

©2015 The MathWorks, Inc.
You can see that it created two functions in the component: an initialization function called at reset (DPI_fft_checker_initialize), and the main operation function (DPI_fft_checker). These are the functions that will be used in SystemVerilog. We could just instantiate this fft_checker_dpi module in a testbench and feed it the inputs. However, since this example uses a UVM environment, we need to work these functions into its phasing. In this case, we will just take the two import "DPI" function statements over to our UVM testbench code and declare them there. These will be used in the scoreboard. First, the initialization function will return a handle to this instance during the build phase:

```verilog
module fft_checker_dpi(
    input clk,
    input clk_enable,
    input reset,
    input shortint fftin_re [0:63],
    input shortint fftin_im [0:63],
    input shortint fftout_re [0:63],
    input shortint fftout_im [0:63],
    output real result
);

 chandle objhandle=null;
  // Declare imported C functions
  import "DPI-C" function handle DPI_fft_checker_initialize(handle existhandle);
  import "DPI-C" function void DPI_fft_checker(input handle objhandle,
    input shortint fftin_re [64],
    input shortint fftin_im [64],
    input shortint fftout_re [64],
    input shortint fftout_im [64],
    output real result);

  initial begin
    objhandle =DPI_fft_checker_initialize(objhandle);
  end

  always @(posedge clk or posedge reset) begin
    if(reset == 1'b0 begin
      objhandle =DPI_fft_checker_initialize(objhandle);
    end
    else if(clk_enable) begin
      DPI_fft_checker(objhandle,fftin_re,fftin_im,fftout_re,fftout_im,result);
    end
  end
endmodule
```

When a transaction comes through the analysis port from the monitor on the DUT's output, we need to run the checker function. The original stimulus transactions have been stored in a FIFO, so the checker function will pop the next input from this FIFO and send its real and imaginary components to the checker along with the real and imaginary components of the DUT output.
// Pop out an input transaction
fftin = queue_fftin.pop_front();
// Calculate normalized rms of fixed point design
DPI_fft_checker(dpic_h, fftin.data_re, fftin.data_im, t.data_re, t.data_im, nmrs);
$format(msg, "Normalized rms value of fixed-point FFT is \( t \), \( nmrs \));
'vum_info("SCORE", msg, UVM_NONE);
if ( nmrs > threshold ) begin
  'vum_error("FAIL", "The normalized rms value is higher than specified threshold.");
else begin
  'vum_info("PASS", "The normalized rms value is lower than threshold. Test passed.", UVM_NONE);
end

Image 6: Sending the stimulus transaction and implementation output data into the checker, and comparing the result against the defined threshold.
© 2015 The MathWorks, Inc.

The return value, nmrs, is the return value from the MATLAB function. HDL Verifier created an output port for it when it created the SystemVerilog wrapper. This is compared against a threshold of error tolerance that we defined in our UVM testbench.

So now our verification environment looks something like this, with the scoreboard receiving transactions from the driver and monitor via analysis ports:

Image 7: High-level block diagram of the UVM environment and where the generated SystemVerilog DPI component is used. © 2015 The MathWorks, Inc.

At this point, we can run simulation. Remember, we need to point the simulator to our shared library. Here’s how we do it with the Questa simulator:

vsim -L work -L hdlsrc/fft_st/work \
- sv_lib codegen/dll/fft_checker \
/ libfft_checker_dpi \
+ UVM_TESTNAME=fft_test_wave \
-novopt top

Image 8: Questa Advanced Simulator run script, pointing to the generated shared library.
© 2015 The MathWorks, Inc.

In the above script, libfft_checker_dpi is the name of the shared library automatically generated by HDL Verifier from the MATLAB function fft_checker.

RESULTS

This simple example shows how to generate SystemVerilog DPI components using HDL Verifier, and it illustrates how to integrate the generated components into a UVM environment. The simulation passes its simple test sequence (see image 9):

What effect did this have on our verification efforts? The high-level phases of a verification project typically include developing the verification plan, implementing the verification environment, and executing verification. The plan and implementation are driven primarily through reading and interpreting the specification, and that spec is written as a result of the design and verification efforts of the system team.
In this approach, the spec is the primary – and sometimes the only – means of communication between system design and hardware verification teams. Building the environment, models, and tests by reading and interpreting the spec is labor intensive and error prone. If there is a spec change, it usually just gets addressed in the hardware design and verification environment. It rarely gets propagated back to the system design and verified there – why bother when there is a deadline to meet?

The ability to automatically generate SystemVerilog DPI components directly from the system design and verification environment is akin to directly passing the specification into the hardware verification environment. Rather than having the verification team spend weeks reading the spec, writing and debugging a floating point reference model for an FFT, and checking functionality in SystemVerilog, we can automatically generate the DPI components from the system-level models. They are immediately available to the hardware verification team.

Image 9: Results from the simulation run. © 2015 The MathWorks, Inc.

Image 10: When the specification is the primary method of communication between teams, implementation of the verification environment is a more manual process with more risk of misinterpretation of the specification. © 2015 The MathWorks, Inc.
If the spec changes, that change can be updated and verified in the system-level model, and the DPI component can be automatically regenerated.

This approach can be used for any project the verification team needs a model for, whether the model is digital, analog, or a mixture of the two. This saves the verification team weeks of implementation time and lets them focus on the core task at hand – verifying the design.
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